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Introduction  and  Goals: Being  the  first  cameras        

with  optical  zoom  on  a  planetary  rover  [1,2],  the          
Mars2020  Mastcam-Zs  present  new  challenges  in       
deriving  robust  camera  models  for  multispectral       
analysis  and  3D  stereo  processing.  In  contrast  to  the          
heritage  CAHVOR  model,  this  approach  uses  the        
photogrammetric  Zheng’s  method  [3]  for  discrete       
camera  states  in  concert  with  affine  corrections  that         
generalize  the  camera  models  for  all  of  the         
multispectral  filters,  focus,  and  zoom  positions  that        
will   be   used   for   science   and   operations   on   Mars.   

The  greater  ease  of  obtaining  and  processing  the         
calibration  data  for  this  photogrammetric  method       
complements  the  standard  CAHVOR  method  [4]  by        
first  providing  an  independent  validation  on  the        
derived  camera  parameters  and  second  by  its  flexibility         
in  applying  first-order  corrections  accounting  for  the        
changes  in  focal-length  and  pointing  introduced  by        
changing  focus  position  and  filter  number.  A  new         
algorithm  of  converting  between  the  CAHVOR  and        
photogrammetric  camera  models  is  also  developed  in        
this  research.  Finally,  many  commercial  computer       
vision  tools  define  their  camera  parameters  in  a         
photogrammetric  manner,  making  both  independently      
derived  and  converted  models  key  in  expanding  the         
usability   and   impact   of   Mastcam-Z’s   data   [5,6].   

Method  Summary: This  method  includes  three       
interdependent  datasets  and  processes:  (1)  images  of  a         
fixed  dot-target  (see  Figure  1)  at  various  focus,  filter,          
and  zoom  camera  states  to  determine  the  relative  affine          
transformations;  (2)  images  of  a  dot-target  in  many         
positions  when  the  focus,  filter,  and  zoom  are  fixed  to           
one  or  a  few  reference  camera  states  at  which  the           
camera’s  intrinsic  camera  model  is  solved  [5];  and  (3)          
stereo  pairs  at  the  reference  camera  state(s)  to  calculate          
the  extrinsic  parameters  including  the  baseline       
translation  and  toe-in  rotation  of  the  stereo-camera        
system.  

The  photogrammetric  method  uses  images  of  a        
dot-target  in  various  positions  to  solve  the  camera         
parameters  in  a  single  least-squares  bundle-adjustment.       
In  steps  2  and  3,  the  focal-lengths,  principal-points,         
and  distortion  patterns  of  both  cameras  are  solved  with          
the  relative  offset  and  rotation  between  the  cameras.         
The  functions  used  are  from  OpenCV,  the  open-source         
computer  vision  software  library  [6]  as  well  as         
JOANNEUM  RESEARCH  [7].  The  coordinate      
systems  of  these  solutions  are  centered  on  the  left          

camera,  with  Y  and  X  aligned  with  the  image’s  rows           
and  columns,  and  Z  pointing  through  the  principal         
point.  To  transform  this  camera-centered  reference       
frame  to  another,  at  least  one  dot-target  placement         
must   be   known   in   the   rover’s   reference   frame.  

The  tests  for  this  calibration  differs  from        
CAHVOR,  in  which  the  location  of  each  dot-target         
placement  must  be  surveyed.  Besides  the  calibration        
procedure,  the  mathematical  expressions  of  CAHVOR       
and  photogrammetric  camera  models  are  sufficiently       
similar  for  comparison  (though  their  distortion  models        
are   not   equivalent)   [4,5].  

The  Mastcam-Zs  are  geometrically  calibrated  at       
seven  discrete  focal-lengths,  the  shortest  and  longest        
focal-lengths  of  which  are  26mm  and  110mm  (Table         
1).   

Table   1.   Photogrammetric   calibration   results   for  
Mastcam-Z   focal-lengths   26mm   and   110mm   

 FL   26mm  FL   110mm  
Mastcam-Z  Left  Right  Left  Right  
Zoom   motor   position  0000  0000  9600  9600  
Ref.   Focus   position*  -2364  -2106  +2484  +2406  
Ref.   Filter  L0  R0  L0  R0  
Ref.   Focus   distance  3   m  3   m  3   m  3   m  

Ref.   Focal-Length  26.47  
mm  

26.38  
mm  

108.82  
mm  

108.90  
mm  

Ref.   Principle-point  
(row,   column)  

(   594.26,  
837.40   )  

(   607.51,  
825.15   )  

(   472.89,  
836.74   )  

(   457.89,  
838.99   )  

Max.   Distortion  41.1   p  38.6   p  3.34   p  3.21   p  
Number   of   image-pairs  108   image-pairs  97   image-pairs  
Solution   precision  0.233   pixels  0.421   pixels  
Camera   Baseline**  0.2429   meters  0.2435   meters  
Camera   Toe-in***  2.333   degrees  2.349   degrees  
* The  reference  focus  position  is  the  3-meter  best  focus  position  with             
filter  L0/R0  for  the  focal-length  in  questions.  **  The  stereo  baseline            
is  the  relative  separation  of  the  Mastcam-Zs’  pip-hole  locations.  ***           
The  toe-in  angle  is  the  relative  rotation  of  the  Mastcam-Z’s  center            
pixel   (600,824)   around   the   vertical   axis.   
 

Affine  transformations  are  used  to  adjust  the        
relative  locations  of  each  pixel  in  the  frame  to  account           
for  linear  changes  in  the  scale  (focal-length),  offset         
(principal  point),  and  shear  (rotation)  introduced  by        
changing  the  filter,  focus,  or  any  other  small,         
systematic  change  to  the  camera  state.  While  data  for          
temperature  dependence  of  pointing  exists  for  110mm,        
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little  is  known  about  how  these  transformations  relate         
to  the  rest  of  the  focal-lengths.  Table  2  gives  a           
summary  of  these  results.  Affine  transformations  are        
also  known  for  130  zoom  positions  beside  the  seven          
“canonical  zoom  positions”.  Figure  two  shows  the        
change  in  scale/FL  and  center  location  for  the  zoom’s          
entire  range.  Figure  2  shows  that  a  smooth  quadrupling          
of  the  focal-length  across  the  zoom’s  motor  range  the          
drifting  of  the  center  by  about  twenty  pixels.  It  is           
interesting  to  note  the  slight  dissimilarity  between  the         
Left   and   Right   Mastcam-Zs.  

 
Table   2.   Affine   results   for   Mastcam-Z   focal-lengths   26mm  

and   110mm   
 FL   26mm  FL   110mm  
Mastcam-Z  Left  Right  Left  Right  
%   Change   of   FL   w/   focus  3.3%  3.1%  1.5%  1.5%  
%   Change   of   FL   w/   filter  1.6%  1.6%  0.7%  0.8%  
Change   of   Center   w/   focus  0.6   p  0.5   p  2.6   p  2.5   p  
Change   of   Center   w/   filter  0.5   p  0.5   p  2.1   p  2.0   p  
Change   of   Center   w/   zoom*  30.8   p  26.8   p  30.8   p  26.8   p  
Change   of   Center   w/   temp.**  -  -  ~1   p/°C  ~1   p/°C  
Max.   Color   Aberration***  <0.5   p  <0.5   p  <1.0   p  <1.0   p  

Note   that   these   changes   are   the   maximum   in   the   range   of   usable  
camera   states.   *   The   center   point   moves   this   amount   across   the  
whole   range   of   the   zoom   mechanism   when   the   focus   is   held   near   3m  
best   focus   (see   Figure   2).   **   The   temperature   dependence   of  
pointing   was   only   measured   for   the   Mastcam-Zs   at   110mm   focal  
length.   ***   The   geometric   color   abortion   was   measured   by  
comparing   the   dot   locations   in   the   for   red,   green,   and   blue   channels  
of   the   L0/R0   Bayer   pattern.   Results   are   still   preliminary.   
 

Figure   1.   Mastcam-Z   Image   of   the   dot-target.  
Geometric   distortion   is   not   visible   by   eye   in   this   image. 

 
 

Discussion: These  affine  transformations  are      
essentially  first-order  corrections  for  each  focal       
length’s  reference  camera  model.  Given  a  frame  taken         
in  an  arbitrary  camera  state,  one  can  either  transform          
the  image  frame  into  the  reference  camera  state  or          
transform  the  reference  camera  model  to  derive  the         

accurate  parameters  specific  to  that  frame.  The  former         
approach  will  likely  be  used  for  stacking  multispectral         
images  to  derive  spectra  of  discrete  regions  of  interest          
in  the  frames,  while  the  latter  is  more  appropriate  for           
generating  3D  digital  terrain  models  (e.g.  using  JPL’s         
VICAR  software  or  Joanneum  Research’s  PRoVIP       
pipeline   and   PRo3D   visualization   software).   

Figure   2.   Relative   change   in   (a)   focal-length   and   (b)  
center   offset   in   the   X   and   Y   pixel   directions   characterized  
by   the   affine   transformations.   
 

One  important  utility  of  precisely  measuring  the        
relative  affine  transformations  is  the  solution  of  one         
photogrammetric  model  from  all  the  data  taken  at  an          
arbitrary  number  of  closely  related  camera  states  (e.g.         
dot-target  images  taken  at  several  different  focus        
positions).  The  calibration  points  of  each  frame  can  be          
transformed  to  a  reference  camera  state,  allowing  for         
solutions  derived  from  all  the  available  data  at  each  of           
the  seven  focal-lengths.  Previous  methods  required  the        
calibration  of  each  discrete  camera  state  separately        
without  the  generality  of  one  global  solution  for  all          
focus  positions  or  filters.  This  method  increases  both         
the  generality  of  the  camera  models  and  the  accuracy          
of  their  solutions.  For  comparability,  global  solutions        
and  the  focus-specific  solutions  are  solved  for  each  of          
the   seven   focal-lengths.  

Judging  from  the  residual  errors  derived  from  the         
model’s  pixel  reprojections,  these  affine      
transformations  are  sufficient  to  adjust  the  frame  into         
proportions  valid  for  the  reference  camera  model.        
Future  testing,  however,  is  needed  to  validate  this         
method   in   science   and   operations   once   on   Mars.  
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